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Briefing Romania
Market following political developments

Source: Reuters

EUR/RON
The Romanian leu followed broadly the same pattern as seen in previous days while maintaining a
relatively tight 4.7520-4.7580 trading range against the euro. Until the political situation is
clarified we continue to see depreciation pressure on the leu prevailing.
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Government bonds
The yield curve continued to steepen a bit on very little secondary market activity and defensive
trading. Positive Brexit news as well as local politics have incentivised the sellers. On the former, we
might see fresh developments this week (more on this here) while the latter is unlikely to become
clearer until later next week. Hence, defensive trading should prevail for Romanian government
bonds.

Money market
In line with our view, cash rates began to inch lower and closed the day around 2.30%. The move
should continue towards the 2.00% area. Longer tenors have been better offered as well on lower
funding rates.
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